Freckle Juice
Chapters 1 - 3

1. Why does Andrew want freckles?
   a. because he wants to look like Sharon
   b. because he wants to look like Nicky
   c. because he wants to look like his teacher

2. What does Sharon sell to Andrew?
   a. freckle juice
   b. a recipe for freckle juice
   c. a book about freckle juice

3. ~PREVIEW~
   Please log in or register to download the printable version of this worksheet.

4. When Andrew made the freckle juice, where was his mother?

5. Andrew thought the freckle juice tasted...
   a. delicious
   b. like candy
   c. disgusting
   d. bland
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   c. because he wants to look like his teacher

2. What does Sharon sell to Andrew?
   a. freckle juice
   b. a recipe for freckle juice
   c. a book about freckle juice

3. What was Andrew doing when he fell off his chair?
   He was trying to pick up the freckle juice recipe from the floor.

4. When Andrew made the freckle juice, where was his mother?
   His mother was playing cards at Mrs. Burrow's house.

5. Andrew thought the freckle juice tasted...
   a. delicious
   b. like candy
   c. disgusting
   d. bland
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